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Audley’s Castle and bawn. View from the south. The main entrance faces toward Strangford
Lough, and the land approach is from the west. The building is in the care of the NIEA. Image
taken from the on-site display panel, © Northern Ireland Environment Agency.
Audley’s Castle, County Down
County Down is home to a particular regional
group of tower houses known as the ‘gate
house’ type, and these follow a fairly strict
external form. The defining feature of the type
being two square turrets that project from the
front of the building with the doorway located
between. Above, a high arching machicolation,
runs between the turrets.
This castle takes its name from the Audley
family, its owners from the second half of the
16th century, but it is unknown whether the
Audleys originally built the structure. From the
probable date of construction of Kilclief Castle, discussed later, we can date this tower to
the early- to mid-15th century.
The tower is sited in a very dramatic location
on a rocky outcrop overlooking the head of the
Narrows leading into Strangford Lough. An
anchorage is located to the south of the outcrop

on which the castle stands, known as Audley
Roads. Externally, the tower’s builders have
taken full advantage of its location by orientating the projecting turrets to face out over the
Lough even when this means that you actually
approach the tower by land from the rear. Nevertheless the ostentatious nature of Audley’s on
the approach up Strangford Lough, disguises
what is really quite a private and intimate interior space.
The tower is situated in a small bawn enclosure
which appears to have been subject to some
excavation, possibly in the 19th century, or
around the time of the Archaeological Survey
when a lot of exploratory works were carried
out at sites around County Down. The bawn
wall footings, together with footings of another
structure within the bawn have been exposed,
but there appears to be no record of this excavation. The full extent of the bawn can be seen,
as can the original approach which is marked
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ABOVE: St. Andrews Castle. The circular opening to the ‘bottle dungeon’. BELOW: Section of the ‘pit
prison’ taken from the 1958 HMSO Guidebook. It is not clear when, exactly, the ‘pit prison’ was dug.

Audley’s Castle. One of a group of local tower houses known as the ‘gate-house’ type, and these
follow a fairly strict external form. The defining feature of the type being two square turrets that
project from the front of the building with the doorway located to an inner side of the projection
between. Above, a high arching machicolation runs between the turrets.
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Audley’s Castle. Floor plans after Jope, 1966.
There is a vaulted roof over the first floor.

Audley’s Castle. Window seat, principal chamber, first floor.

by a hollow way to the west. Within the bawn
there are foundation stones of an external
building. Sweetman described this as a hall-like
building, but it is impossible to assign this
function based on what remains above ground.
The chamber is only around 5m wide, however, which is quite narrow to be considered as a
hall. A more likely function would perhaps be
a servant’s area, store or stable.

First floor

The tower itself is three storeys in height with
a wall-walk above. The entrance gives access
to a small lobby with a small murder hole
outside the entrance to the ground floor chamber. There was originally a door on the staircase. The ground floor is different to the
majority of other tower houses in Ireland, in
that it shows definitive evidence of having
been more than simply a store room. The most
telling piece of evidence is that the doorway
into the chamber is closed from the inside,
meaning it must have been designed to be
occupied for a substantial portion of time. Other signs of occupation include a slop hole and
a wall cupboard.

The first floor is the most decorative chamber,
with a barrel-vaulted roof and double-seated
window embrasures. This is the tower’s principal chamber and it is heated by a fireplace in the
west wall. This fireplace also shows evidence
for the permanent attachment of cooking apparatus. The fireplace is associated with a wall
cupboard and slop-hole and this functional zoning can be viewed as a designed cooking space.
The word kitchen is not used, however, since
this implies a uniform, unchanging function for
the chamber which is unlikely to have been the
case in a tower of this size. The remainder of the
room could be used for informal dining where
the owner, family and guests would sit around a
single table in the centre of the room. This kind
of entertainment would be quite personal and
the tower lacks a formal reception room highlighting its essentially private purpose.
Second floor
The top floor at Audley’s is unheated and was
most likely used as the owner’s bedchamber.
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Audley’s Castle. ABOVE: Left: The west façade facing the bawn. Right: The north façade facing
the approach road. BELOW: Roof top circulation right round the battlements is possible, through
the corner turrets, which are supported on squinches. Kare McManama-Kearin by the stair
turret. This second floor seen here (with inserted concrete floor) is without a fireplace.
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Audley’s Tower. The ‘gatehouse type’ front arch machicolation looking down to the entrance.
BELOW RIGHT: Through turret in the west corner.
One interesting feature is that the single vault
within this tower is over the first-floor, rather
than the ground floor, as is the normal practice
at most tower houses in the county. This creates a sense of grandeur on the first floor, but
also means that the second-floor chamber
could theoretically accommodate a central
hearth on its stone floor. Sherlock associates
central hearths with ‘halls’. The problem with
this model at Audley’s, however, is that the
second-floor chamber is much less decorative
than the first-floor chamber which is most
certainly the tower’s principal chamber. On the
second floor, the windows are plain squareheaded single lights with only one surviving
double-seated embrasure in the east wall (although there may have been a second that is
now destroyed). The lesser quality of this
space precludes its designation as a ‘hall’, as
does its small size and lack of service areas. It
is better suited to use as a bedchamber. The
latrine chamber on this floor is also peculiar in
that its door is closed with a drawbar from the
outside. It may have seen occasional use as a
prison chamber, or was at least designed with
this possibility in mind.
Gillian Eadie
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